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The Future of Masternode
Payments.

Name
b-hash
Ticker
HASH
Algorithm
Xevan
RPC Port
17654
P2P Port
17652
Block Spacing
180 Seconds
Difficulty Algorithm
DGW v3
Block Size
2MB
Mined/Minted Maturity 100 Blocks
Confirmations
6 Blocks

What is b-hash?

Roadmap

b-hash is a cryptocurrency that is focused on bridging the payment gateway. There are currently not enough solutions that address the market
need for cryptocurrency transactions within the real world. b-hash is
designed to address that problem through a combination of fungibility,
instant transactions, masternodes and advanced privacy functionality.

Short Term
Day 0
Day 7
Week 1

What makes b-hash different?
b-hash works with the newer Xevan algorithim, providing a highly secure
blockchain that is more resistant to rental-based hash attacks. Masternodes support important network functionality, like coin privacy tools and
instant transactions. Proof of Work (“mining”) allows for network participants to contribute value to the b-hash ecosystem through the opportunity
cost of mining b-hash. Masternodes provide an internal rate of return and
are economic incentives to mine bhash.
The b-hash team will never hype the project up on false promises for the
purposes of price movement or market excitement. We will set realistic
milestones that are attainable and disseminate our decisions to the community in a transparent and timely manner along the way.
In turn, we believe what makes b-hash really different is our understanding
that the community’s support is our greatest asset. Our community comes
first and we plan to always maintain that ethos.

Week 2

Week 3

Week 4

- Clean launch
- Exchange Listing
- Mining Rewards Begin
- Masternode Payments 		
Begin
- Marketing Node airdrop #1
- Whitepaper Teaser
- Marketing Node airdrop #2
- Development Updates
- Marketing Node airdrop #3
- Mobile Wallet Update
- Marketing Node airdrop #4
- Whitepaper Release

Medium Term
Additional exchange listings
bhash branding updates

The Future?
b-hash has an experienced team of cryptocurrency experts behind it.
Functional areas of expertise include fundamental analysis, blockchain
development, strategic marketing, community management and business
development. The b-hash team will work hard to cultivate a large community of enthusiastic users and will then leverage the combined power of
the HASH community to advance our mission of bridging the crypto to fiat
gateway problem.

Mobile wallets released
Android
IOS
Begin exploring web/browser based
wallet (similar to Metamask)
Initiate crypto-fiat partnership search
Long Term

Our Community

 

Explore partners with major payment
processor(s)
Credit Card processors
Crypto Processors
Major exchange listings

